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Cap/a/n's argument that n conscious automaton \vould violate a certain principle ofcognition is inconclu-
sive. Its central part has the non-demonstrative form: X is sufficient for Y because Z is not and notiiing 
eise could be. The argument and the principle are also not specific to automata. 

1 Introduction 

Caplain has recently argued — first in a special issue of this 
Journal and later in book form — that 'consciousness can-
not be adequately described as a computational structure 
and (or) process' because a conscious automaton would 
violate a certain general principle of cognition (Caplain, 
1997, p, 190). The argument seems original, interesting 
and quite intricate, to the point of becoming slippery in its 
decisive steps. Since it also runs against my own vievvs 
(Bojadžiev, 1997), I vvas strongly motivated to analyze it 
(and reanalyze, and . . . ) in order to find its \veak or miss-
ing link(s). I point out these links in section 3 and analyze 
the principle on which the argument is based in section 4. 

2 Consciousness and knowledge 

Caplain sets up his argument against automatic conscious
ness by recalling the distinction between knovvledge and 
belief— knovvledge as justified true belief— and connect-
ing human consciousness vvith the capacity for knowledge 
(p. 190-2). Even this initial step already appears puz-
zling, since it is not obvious that the capacity for belief is 
any less characteristic of human consciousness. The con-
nection seems even more puzziing when Caplain qualifies 
the knovvledge in question as generally partial, approximate 
and subject to improvement (p. 190). The connection be-
comes clear only when Caplain moves to a different kind 
of knovvledge and connects consciousness in general vvith 
the capacity for self-knowledge: 

Any conscious being, vvhose consciousness is ac-
tive at some moment, is able to knovv something 
for sure at that moment: the fact that "there is 
conscious impression there" (p. 191). 

Caplain then introduces apparently yet another kind of 
knovvledge, namely 

truths vvhich are "basic", or "primordial", in the 
sense that vve rightfully consider them as self-

evident, vvithout having any clear idea of hovv 
vve got to knovv them. Examples of such state-
ments are: our own existence, the real existence 
of the vvorld external to ourselves, the ability of 
our senses to provide us vvith some reflection of 
that external vvorld (p. 191). 

This kind of knovvledge is supposed to illustrate vvhat 
Caplain calls the reflexivity of consciousness, vvhich is the 
key concept in his main argument. Caplain says that the ca-
pacity for knovvledge entails the capacity for self-checking, 
vvhich he calls reflexivity (p. 191). He does not speli out 
more exactly vvhat reflexivity or self-checking is, so that it 
remains unclear hovv the kind of knovvledge he cites illus-
trates this concept. Going by ordinary meaning, this third 
kind of knovvledge is better described as consisting in evi-
dent (rather than .ye//-evident) truths, and refiexivity is bet
ter illustrated by the previous kind of knovvledge (active 
consciousness knovving itself). But Caplain quotes Put-
nam's brain in a vat scenario (Putnam, 1981), though not 
his argument, and adds that 'unless vve fall into absolute 
skepticism, vve are compelled to admit that strange property 
of reflexivity' (p. 191). This could be taken as an oblique 
reference to the reflexive, "counter-performative" nature of 
Putnam's argument. Put simply, Putnam's argument is that 
entertaining the notion that vve are brains in a vat refutes 
it, a negative tvvist on Descartes' dictum: I think (in a vat), 
therefore F m not (in it). Similarly, going again by ordinary 
meaning, self-checking or reflexivity might literally be the 
tendency of knovvledge to somehovv check itself, keep itself 
in check by preferring vvhat is apparent (the "basic" truths 
above) to vvhat may be conceivable (the pickled brain hy-
pothesis). 

3 The argument against conscious 
automata 

Caplain's argument revolves — the verb is carefully chosen 
— around the question hovv could an automaton check or 
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verify its knoNvledge. He argues that a conscious automaton 
could verify that ali it knows is true — or, more precisely, 
establish the truth of the statement that ali it knovvs is true 
— merely on the basis of containing the formula of that 
knowledge i.e. the statement expressing that aH it knovvs 
is true. This would contradict what Caplain calls the cog-
nitive separation principle, which means that the premise 
of a conscious automaton has to be rejected. Hovvever, in 
thisclashof principleand particuiarcase, it isdoubtfui that 
Caplain actually establishes the particular čase. Since this 
is the central part of the argument, with words and clauses 
in it under considerable inferential stress, an extended quo-
tation is appropriate. Caplain ušes the follovving notation: 
E is the hypothetical conscious automaton, S(i?, C) is the 
set of informations of which E is certain, recorded in it 
through some method C, and T{E, C) is the statement ex-
pressing that ali E knovvs through C is true, i.e. that ali 
informations in T,{E, C) are true (p. 192). This statement 
expressesthe 'true' partof the definitionof the automaton's 
knovvledge i.e. justified true beliefs, and it is itseif included 
in T,{E, C), vvhich Caplain refers to as condition 2: 

T{E,C) ei:{E,C) (2) 

This condition novv expresses the 'true' part of the defini-
tion of the automaton's knovvledge for the automaton itseif, 
and the argument novv centers on the vvay in vvhich the au
tomaton verifies its knovvledge, the 'justified' part: 

The realization of condition 2 vvould be sufficient 
to validly vvarrant to E that T{E, C) is true. This 
is why. We could imagine, for a moment, that E 
makes sure ofT{E, C) [... ] by another means: 
by [ . . . J But in this čase, it vvould be neces-
sary that [... ] In other vvords, to infer T{E, C), 
it woidd he necessaij to already know T{E, C)! 
Finally, the realization of condition 2 vvould be 
the only means for the automaton to get such a 
guarantee. Hence our condition 3: The realiza
tion of condition 2 i.e. the recording ofT{E, C) 
through C, is sufficient for guaraiiteeing to E that 
T{E,C)istrue{p. 193-4). 

The reasoning here is implicit enough to invite the im-
pression that it is merely a roundabout vvay of restating, 
rather than proving, the sufficiency of (2), the detour be-
ing vvhat looks like an argument for its necessity. A clearer 
way of putting the argument vvould be this: an automaton 
must, as such, have sufficient reason for knovving that ali 
it knovvs through C is true, and its only way of knovving is 
(again) through C; in particular, an alternative vvay vvhich 
may come to mind is not available, because it vvould be cir-
cular. So, if the automaton knovvs that T{E, C) is true, the 
sufficient reason for this knowledge can only be the record
ing ofT{E, C) through C. But vvhat this comes dovvn to is 
that T{E, C) can only be knovvn in the same way as any 
other S E S(-E, C), namely by being recorded through C, 
and that vvas already sufficiently clear beforehand. 

The major vveakness of the argument quoted above is its 
non-demonstrative, eliminative form: X is sufficient for Y 
because Z is not, and nothing else could be. A stronger, 
positive argument vvould shovv directly that (2) is suffi
cient by shovving how it is sufficient. Such a demonstration 
might take into account the special, partly self-referential 
character of T{E, C): it says that aH of 'S{E, C) are true, 
and is itseif included in 12{E,C); so, T{E,C) includes 
itseif in its statement of vvhat is true. The inclusion of 
T{E, C) in £(-£, C) could be compared to saying 'I can 
speak', thereby establishing the truth of vvhat Fm saying. 
This self-affirming character ofT{E,C) might even pro-
vide a better illustration of vvhat Caplain calls self-checking 
or refiexivity than the ones he offers. 

Another vveakness of Caplain's argument is its content: 
the argument is supposed to be about automata, but it does 
not iely in any way on their defining concepts. No mention 
or use is made of characteristic restricfions on structure and 
function, e.g. the fixed number of internal states or state 
transitions. Thus, the argument is not specific to (finite) 
automata, and it is hard to see why it vvould not go through 
for any kind of being vvhich records Information, including 
humans, though it vvould not be any more persuasive for 
them. 

A similar point can be noted by returning to the top level 
of Caplain's argument. Its punchline is that condition 3, 
vvhich says that (2) is sufficient guarantee for T{E, C), 
contradicts a certain cognitive principle. Since there is 
much doubt as to hovv firmly Caplain actually establishes 
condition 3, the outcome could also be that a conscious au
tomaton can knovv, and knovv that vvhat it knovvs is true, 
vvithout sufficient guarantee, "any clear idea of hovv it got 
to knovv it" (the "basic" or "primordial" knovvledge above). 
Thus, automata might be in much the same situation as hu
mans vvith respect to guarantees of knovvledge, tentatively 
settling for evident or simplest explanations and revising 
them as they go along, if they must. 

4 The principle of cognitive 
separation 

Caplain formulates vvhat he calls the cognitive separation 
principle for an automaton A and a conscious being E ob-
serving A. If I is the method of recording Information in A 
and £(>!, / ) and T{A, I) are defined as above, the principle 
says: 

The inclusion ofT{A,I) in £(^4,7) cannot be 
sufficient to validly guarantee to E that T {A, I) is 
indeed true, i.e. that ali informations in T,{A, I) 
are true (p. 193). 

In his main argument, Caplain ušes only the special čase 
in vvhich I = C and E = A. But the principle itseif is 
easier to formulate than this special čase and it also seems 
important in itseif. In explaining the principle, Caplain says 
that 
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it expresses that any kind of information record-
inginanautomatoncannotcontain in itself asuf-
ficient vaiidation of these intbrmations (p. 193). 

This formulation invites the comment that it expresses the 
principle better than the statement of the principle itself, 
with ali its attendant definitions. Indeed, the whole argu
ment with its painful details aiso appears superfiuous, obvi-
ously decided in advance by the stipulation of the principle 
for automata only. Caplain does not go so far as to formu-
late a principle of cognitive /io;;-separation for conscious 
beings 

The inclusion of T{E, I) in T.{E, I) can be suf-
ficient to validly guarantee to E that T{E, I) is 
indeed true, i.e. that aH informations in T,{E, I) 
are true 

or to say that "some kind of information recording in a 
conscious being contains in itself a sufficient vaiidation of 
these informations", but he says that 'the cognitive sepa-
ration betvveen a field of rea]ity and recorded informations 
supposed to describe it does not extend to consciousness' 
(p. 194). By itself, this could mean either that there is 
no cognitive separation if the information is recorded by 
a conscious being, whatever the field of reality, or it could 
mean that there is no separation if the field is consciousness 
itself. Since Caplain adds that 'a conscious being builds its 
knoNvIedge of reality only from conscious impressions' (p. 
194), he apparently means the former, but the problem is 
that only the latter clearly supports his claim. That is, there 
is c]early no cognitive separation, or indeed much differ-
ence, between (the content(s) of) consciousness and our in
formations about it. But in less self-referential cases it is 
less obvious that cognitive separation is absent, and why it 
should or might be. 

On the other hand, cognitive separation in humans or au
tomata can be reduced or eliminated to the extent that the 
process of recording information is self-referential, provid-
ing information either about the entity in vvhich it functions 
or about itself. These kinds of information amend what 
Caplain says in support of the principle of cognitive sepa
ration, namely that verifying that the recording process in
formation requires 'an observation of A, I and the domain 
of reality being considered' (p. 193). If the domain is A 
itself, so that the automaton records information about it
self, observation of A and I is sufficient for verifying these 
informations, but the principle of cognitive separation re-
mains in force: it is not enough to consider what I says 
about A, even if I says that it is. Similarly, even if someone 
only taiks about himself, it is no guarantee that he tells the 
truth if he says that he does. 

At the next level of self-involvement, the recording pro
cess could turn upon itself, though this would not in itself 
guarantee that it provides only true informations about it
self. But checking whether I provides true informations 
about itself would then require only an observation of I it
self. Furthermore, it seems possible to construct an 1 which 

vvould only provide true (though possibly not complete) in
formations about itself, "a kind of information recording in 
an automaton that can contain in itself a sufficient vaiida
tion of these informations". This recalls the second kind 
of knovvledge Caplain mentions, active consciousness reg-
istering its ovvn effects: 

having some conscious sensation at some mo
ment entails the knowledge that, at least, there 
is that conscious sensation (p. 191). 

This kind of self-referential knovvledge vvould correspond 
to a process of automatic self-observation registering its 
own effects, similar to what Perlis calls self-noting (Perlis, 
1997, p. 518); put this way, this kind of self- knovvledge 
may not be that far out of automatic reach (Webb, 1980). 

5 Conclusion 

Caplain does not prove that consciousness is not a compu-
tational property. I do not prove that it is, much less shovv 
liow it could be, but I indicate why it might be: by agree-
ing vvith Caplain's initial observation about consciousness 
knovving itself and noting that self-reference is something 
vvhich formal systems are very good at. 
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